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1.)	This is The Obedient Church of God broadcasting worldwide on the Internet.
2.)	“I can tell by your eyes that you probably have been crying forever,” Father has been struggling with us for 6,000 years.
3.)	 “The stars in the sky don’t mean nothing to you, they are a mirror;” Stars in the sky mean nothing, you can’t get Genesis 1:14 the first book in the Bible even right.
4.)	“I don’t want to talk about it, how you broke God’s heart, if I preach to you a little bit longer, if I preach, won’t you listen to God’s heart, God’s heart?” Welcome to The Obedient Church of God. 
5.)	“If I stand all alone…” Yes, The Obedient Church of God is the Romans 9:28 “short work” standing all alone against all the other congregations of God that are moving God’s Sabbath Day to Friday in half the world. The stars in the sky are just a mirror; they mean nothing to you. 
6.)	“I don’t want to preach about it, how you broke God’s heart; if I preach to you a little bit longer, if I preach, won’t you listen to God’s heart, God’s heart, God’s heart, God’s heart?” You are breaking God’s heart with your disobedience; rend your heart; return to the Lord with repentance.
7.)	Bonjour Paree, France; sez six heures après le midi, l’heure du dinner au, France, 6 P.M. suppertime in Paris; 9 A.M. on the West Coast in Los Angeles; 12 Noon on the East Coast in New York City, Washington, D.C. Suppertime, breakfast time, lunch time: the perfect time for our spiritual feeding today.
8.)	“I don’t want to preach about it, how you broke God’s heart; if I stay here just a little bit longer, if I stay here won’t you listen to God’s heart, God’s heart?” 
                                                                       *  *  *
9.)	Yes indeed, won’t you listen to God’s heart where He pleads with you?  Repent so you don’t have to go into the tribulation where you are all headed; you are headed there because you are deceived by your lying ministers. Your ministers are lying because they say they are obeying God’s Bible, but they refuse to have the Sabbath Day on the seventh-day of the week in half of the world.
10.)	 Ministers follow a phony International Date Line, and they refuse to change. And, in fact, they disfellowship anyone who will follow God’s seventh-day Sabbath in half the world, because they believe that they want to do the Devil’s will and follow the date line so that Friday becomes the Sabbath ever since 1883.
11.)	 Well, in 1880 everyone waited for the sun to go down [after the sixth-day] and everything was fine on the Sabbath Day, but not in 1883, the day was jumped to Friday. Now why won’t all these  ministers, including all of the Jewish rabbis, repent and follow the fourth commandment? It is unbelievable! 
12.)	 That is because they are victims of seducing spirits. That’s right, your ministers are victims of seducing spirits; they are listening to the devil’s agent and that is proven by the fact that they refuse to have the Sabbath Day on the seventh-day of the week in half the world. God says you must obey.
13.)	 You must obey and that is one of the signs that you are His [Exodus31:12]. In fact, the Sabbath is a test commandment [to be a day of rest: Exodus 16] where the mark of God is on you. [It is the mark of protection.] If you are going to teach others to have the Sabbath on Friday like the Pope (like the “Poop”) has the Sabbath on Sunday, then you are of your father the devil, and that applies to all of you ministers: Dankenbring, Meredith, Luker, Flurry; all of you are moving God’s Sabbath Day to Friday in half the world and are refusing to repent. 
                                                                           *  *  *
14.)	 We have a dynamite service for you today, because today we shouldn’t all be here. How come you are all here? What happened? No one is supposed to be here. It was supposed to have been the end of the world yesterday. How come we are all still here?
15.)	 Let me tell you something about Nostradamus and prophecy and world religious prophecies. They are given by the lying, deceiving spirits, including the spirits making the “crop circles,” and no the “crop circles” are not made by humans. They are intricate and cannot be made by humans, except for the few crude ones that are done by foolish people who don’t know what they are messing with. 
16.)	 Well, let me tell you, according to all the prophecies of the demons, the world ended yesterday at 12:37 p.m. Why are you still here? That is because the demons lied to you, “the demons lied to you;” and demons are lying to all of the ministers, and they tell the ministers to disobey God’s Bible. 
17.)	 Now today we are going to take the time to tell you about this whole world, and that will be quite a sermon for today, for you to know about the whole world and the whole world’s system. 
18.)	 We The Obedient Church of God are the only ones who know what is going on because God has given us the wisdom. We can say that because we told you the exact day that Mubarak of Egypt would resign and we told you that in January the exact evening he would resign in February; and we told you that in Libya Gadhafi would not resign, and, indeed, they had to kill him in three months.
19.)	 Also, we told you that the [U.S.A. Presidential] election votes would be “flipped” in favor of Romney. Guess what? The Group Anonymous stopped the “flip,” or else it would have been Romney declared as the winner. But the Group Anonymous put in a “fire wall” in the voting system so that the votes couldn’t be flipped as they were last time they were by George Bush!
20.)	 Now we The Obedient Church of God are the only ones that know that because the other ministers aren’t given the facts. 
                                                                      *  *  *
21.)	 Another thing that you will know for this being a dynamite sermon, is (“hold on to your seats”) -- here is what happened on December 21st, 2012: “the door has opened for the serpent to enter,” the door opened for the serpent to enter the “alien age.” Serpents, you might know, are symbols of the power needed for transformation since the Garden of Eden. 
22.)	 It is worse than you thought, how he transformed the whole history of the world. Serpents are symbols for the power needed for the transformation. You heard this first here on The Obedient Church of God. Capture this thought of how Satan runs the world, and how Satan will be running the world in the coming seven years.
23.)	 Bear Note: As of yesterday December 21, 2012, the U.S.A. has become the haunt of demons, “the haunt of demons,” not later, but now December 21, 2012; because the Bible says, “Babylon, Babylon how art thou fallen,” in Revelation 18, “and you have become the haunt of demons.”
24.)	 Now when Christ arrives, the U.S.A. will not be the haunt of demons; therefore, the U.S.A. becomes the “haunt of demons” before Yeshua arrives, “before, before, before Yeshua arrives.” It is starting now with the New Age coming into the age which will usher in “the serpent;” the door is open for the “serpent to enter.” 
25.)	 We are in the Gregorian calendar of the serpent; it is supposed to be 2013, “the year of the serpent.” In Chinese vernacular it is the year 4710.
26.)	 Remember from day one in the Garden of Eden Satan transformed the whole world by getting Eve to eat of the forbidden fruit from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. The serpent had the power needed for the transformation of people. So capture that thought: how Satan started this all in the Garden of Eden.
27.)	 Now after all these cycles, we’ll go into cycles throughout the universe, I’ll give you the number of years for the earth to go into its cycles; basically, it has taken 26,000 years for this date to arrive.
28.)	 So, of course, we are going to have to spend some time just telling you about the whole world, and the whole world system, and just how evil it is, and how, “and how” you will not have any hope to understand anything about anything unless you follow and listen to The Obedient Church of God.
                                                                         *  *  *
29.)	 The people running this world are so evil and the ministers are all influenced to be disobedient; they are of a disobedient spirit, and they don’t understand how evil this world is. Oh they say they do, “they say they do.” Yes, but they don’t understand it all. They don’t even understand what happened on 9-11. They are just “dumfounded” by it. 
30.)	 How could they kill 3,000 people? Well, the same thing happened at Pearl Harbor; that’s how we got into World War II. At Pearl Harbor the Japanese planes were seen in the air; they were all reported seen coming in by the station radar operators. 
31.)	 They put all these kids on the radar, and took all the seasoned radar operators off. And then the officer told these kids that no, no, those weren’t military planes; those are our own planes, those are our own exercises. The young radar operators said, no, no, these are Japanese planes; Tora, Tora, Tora.  The officer just ignored these reports.
32.)	 All of the sailors that were in the harbor on the ships were all 18-year-old, 19-year-old sailors; all the experienced sailors had been taken off those ships and put out to sea. The only ships that were in the harbor were junk World War I ships that were going to be set for scrap metal anyway.
33.)	 They sacrificed all those brave teenagers; those brave young boys were sacrificed deliberately in order to get into World War II. The “multi-nationals” wanted to get into World War II, along with the “carpet-baggers,” and the military industrial complex, war barons to make their profits. 
34.)	 They didn’t want the Viet Nam war to end so we could keep on manufacturing and selling air planes and helicopters. The heart of man is so evil, who can understand it? We The Obedient Church of God can understand it. 
35.)	 Now I’ll give you another one that will “knock your sox off” regarding 9-11.
36.)	 We already told you on 9-11 how the buildings could not free-fall unless they were blown-up by explosives; those were put in two weeks earlier. We are dealing with evil, pure evil, but it is worse than you think. Remember I just showed you the buildings came down, and you can’t have them fall down at free-fall speed because every beam would have to be cut at the same micro-second, or else the building would fall one way and they fall the other way. 
37.)	 The cement was powdered and you don’t get powdered cement from a building falling down; and all the beams had thermite residue on them, and the beams were each cut at an angle, they weren’t bent, they were cut at angles. 
38.)	 Building seven wasn’t even hit by anything and it collapsed, and the words “pull it” are on tape, which means detonate it. This was planned by evil people, but it is worse than you think. 
39.)	 Because it was December 21st yesterday, I was to tell you how evil it was. I haven’t told you this before about 9-11. [The tragedy] of 9-11 was put in front of you, laughing at you, with the children being taught to perform “lesser magic.” 
40.)	 “Lesser magic is when you stick an event right in somebody’s face a head of time, and then you laugh at them that they can’t understand. 
41.)	 Bear Note: They had children in the school room where George Bush was reading, “My Pet Goat,” (my pet “Azazel,” my pet “Satan.”), the children [2nd graders] were chanting. 
42.)	 What were the children instructed to chant on the morning of 9-11 just before the planes hit the towers? Here is the answer: “kite plane must hit steel.” That is what the children were saying. That is what the children were told to chant on the morning of 9-11. The words are on tape of the morning of 9-11 with George Bush sitting there.
43.)	 The words are chanted, and the teacher had it up on her board, and the teacher was pointing: she pointed to the word “plane” and all the children would say plane; then she would point to the word “steel” and all the children would say the word steel; then she would point to the word “kite” and all the children would say the word kite; she would point to the word “must” and all the children would say the word must; and the teacher pointed to the word “hit” and the children chanted hit. When the words are put into order, they say, “Kite plane must hit steel.”  
44.)	 They were saying it repetitively, chanting-like. Now the term “kite” for anyone who knows anything about radio control, the term “kite” is a term that is used for a radio-controlled plane that is controlled from the ground. 
45.)	 Many observers of 9-11 noticed that it was not a passenger plane that attacked the building; it was military aircraft. Let’s think about that for a second; how evil these people are, and how evil this age is that we are in before Christ arrives.
46.)	 And that’s what happened yesterday on December 21, 2012; the doors opened for the serpent to enter and for the demons to come in, and now there will be times of trouble greater than there ever was or ever shall be again.
47.)	 The same way that it happened with Adam and Eve when the serpent came and entered their garden. What was the serpent doing in the garden? Well, now the serpent has entered Babylon; the door has been opened. No one in the world understands it except The Obedient Church of God. 
48.)	 So we have a dynamite service for you today and we’ll tell you more about that. We’ll just let you digest those facts: “lesser magic” was forced to be performed by the children in the classroom while Bush was reading “My Pet Goat,” (the goat Azazel). The children were reciting the words, “Kite, which means radio-controlled, plane must hit steel.” 
49.)	They chanted it over and over again repetitively when the teacher pointed to the words. This is the dreaded reality you aren’t aware of while we are striving against demons and spirits in high places. We are dealing now, as of December 21st, 2012, with a series of events that are now going to destroy the world. 
50.)	 We will have a sequence of events just like the events that happened after the serpent entered the garden; the events happened in sequence. There will be a sequence of events [happening] with two steps forward, one step back; one step forward, three steps back; one step forward, four steps back; one step forward, ten steps back; and it will get worse and worse and worse because the 
“door has been opened for the serpent to enter.” The U.S.A. has become the haunt of demons, not later, but now December 21st, 2012. That is what really happened yesterday.
 *  *  *
51.)	 Well, let’s get out of the negative and try to get into Father’s Throne Room to open services. All please rise, face the north heaven where Yeshua and Father are, raise your arms in service to him, close your eyes, and bow your head.
52.)	 “Almighty, most-merciful, loving Father, you who control and you who can put limits on him, but there is going to be a time of trouble greater than there ever has been or ever shall be again, just like Job’s trouble where everything was lost, everything destroyed. 
53.)	 “Father, Thy will be done so you can let this system run its course to show the nations, to show all the heavenly hosts that only your system of love works. There is no other way than your theocracy; no other system works. No Roman Empire works, but only your system works, Father. 
So let it be; let it play out.
54.)	 “So give protection to your Philadelphian Church. Be with the brethren in Pakistan, 200 plus of them; provide money for them to be fed. Help them to be protected so we can keep on preaching this truth that no one else is aware of. No one else knows. No one else has the courage to speak; none of the ministers follow your doctrine; they say they do but they are only half-full of oil. 
55.)	 “They don’t keep the Sabbath Day on Saturday [7th day] in half the world; half of the world is 50% of the oil, Father. Thank you for that revelation.  Half of the world is 50% of the oil.
56.)	 “So Father, inspire The Obedient Church of God and us your servants, inspire the service today: the speaking and the hearing; and especially inspire the understanding on video tapes where most people listen. 
57.)	 “We ask for your protection during this service. We ask this all in Yeshua’s holy, righteous name Yeshua ha Mashiach our soon arriving King of the world. Amen.”
 *  *  *
58.)	 Now that we have introduced ourselves to you, Father, in the Throne Room, we sing our praises to Father. None of the other churches of God, as usual, have it right because they are singing their hymns before they enter the Throne Room. So let’s do it the right way; remain standing.
59.)	 Sing “Praise the Eternal With a Song,” page 121 in our beautiful 1934-worded hymnal with a fuchsia color; we got the original copy of the 1934 words, the last copy in the world back in 2004; page 62 in other hymnals. 
60.)	 I have been working to set up The Obedient Church of God quite a while now. You want to sing out because this is your duty to give an offering with the “fruit of your lips.” If you don’t want to give an offering with the “fruit of your lips,” something is wrong; and that will go against you.
61.)	
 61.) So please get off your couch, and follow along with the words if you don’t have your hymnal. It is very easy to do; little children follow along with the words. Please all sing out in praise, “Praise the Eternal with a Song.”                                                                                                                                   62.) Yes indeed, we open the service with praise to Father. Now we wish to sing, “Lord Teach Me that I may Know,” of the way that I should go. That would be a good idea to sing out those words because we are going to be giving you dynamite information.                                                                             63.) Remember, The Obedient Church of God has more truths than Herbert Armstrong’s 18 truths. We have over 20 and 130-200 with understandings; we have understandings that we haven’t even written up yet, such as today’s “lesser magic” forced to be performed by the children while Bush read “My Pet (Azazel) Goat.”                                                                                                                                           64.) Now all sing out “Lord Teach Me that I May Know”; this is your song to the Lord. Maybe it will teach you also. In other hymnals it is on pages 110-111. All together sing.                                                          65.) You all must sing out if you want Father to teach you so you can understand this broadcast today because we will be telling you more truths that will take God’s Spirit for you to understand so you do not become a victim of a seducing spirit; the ministers are victims of seducing spirits. Yes, your ministers are the victims of the seducing spirits.                                                                                                    66.) Your ministers want to celebrate Mother-goddess Day; Sky Father’s Day; Turkey-god Day; moving the Sabbath Day to Friday in half of the world; these are the proofs that they are seduced by the demons.                                                                                                                                                           67.) Let us sing, “Unless the Lord Shall Build the House;” because it was December 21st yesterday and the start of a new age, it is important that unless the Lord shall build the House and you agree with Him. It has to be every jot and title of His Word, and not one jot of a man’s pen: no averaging calendar-- no Hillel II calendar; no extra days—no 8 days of thanksgiving, no 2 days of Pentecost; only, “only” what is in the Bible. “Unless the Lord Shall Build the House,” page 96 in other hymnals.                               68.) Amen. Unless the Lord shall build the House, the weary Churches of God labor in vain. 
                                                                                   *  *  *                                                                          
 69.) You are listening to The Obedient Church of God that gives the knowledge because we are obedient. We understand this world so today we are going to be telling you about the world. It is going to be important for you to understand how evil this place has become.                                                                      70.) We just sang that children are the gift of God, and sons the blessing He commands. What time of year is this? What time of year is this? It is Christmas time; we don’t partake of it; we don’t agree with it; and Christmas lights, we don’t have anything to do with it.                                                                 71.) What happens this time of year? In the past young children were sacrificed to Baal. What just happened in the last week? Twenty young children in an elementary school were killed, Why children? Why twenty children now? Because this is the time of year we sacrifice children. How do you like that?  Think about that. Selah.                                                                                                       72.) Why of all the massacres that have happened, why now kindergarten children during the Christmas season? Little children just shot down. Why? Because we are dealing with satanic forces.
73.) The same way I told you about the “lesser magic” that the children were performing right before you when the planes hit the towers on the morning of 9-11. President Bush was visiting Emma E. Booker Elementary School in Sarasota, Florida, when the twin towers were “blown-up.”                                          74.) What words were the children told to keep repeating by the teacher? The teacher had a board and the teacher had a pen in her hand and she pointed to the words: must, hit, steel, plane, kite. So the children were saying, “must, must, must;” the children chanted repetitively; then it was “hit, hit, hit;” “steel, steel, steel;” “kite, kite, kite;” “plane, plane, plane:” “must, must, must, hit, hit, hit, steel, steel, steel, plane, plane, plane.” That was “lesser magic” performed right in front of your face by the children.                                                                                                                                                                     75.) This was done while George Bush was reading “My Pet Goat (My Pet ‘Azazel’ Goal).” It doesn’t say “Azazel” goat, it doesn’t say that, but I know what it means, and now you know what it means. President Bush was reading right before the towers were hit. Remember “kite” refers to a radio-controlled plane. The chanting of the children, “kite plane must hit steel” cast a spell.                                                                                                                                                       76.) All of the pilots that witnesses the plane and the footage afterwards stated empirically that not even they, experienced pilots, could have flown that plane with such military precision and turned it at an angle that fit up to the side just before it hit the building flying at 500 miles an hour.                                   77.) It was flown with military precision and no Cessna plane pilot could even fly that plane. How do you navigate it for hundreds of miles to even find New York City, let alone the military precision that was required to hit the towers?                                                                                                                            78.) Just before President Bush was informed that the plane hit the tower, children were chanting “kite plane must hit steel.” This is the world we are living in.  Now you have to understand how bad it is going to be in the future; this is just preliminary. They are going to be performing “lesser magic” in right in front of our faces. So you heard it first here on The Obedient Church of God.                                   79.) The media covers this up. In fact, the more television news you watch, the stupider you will be, the less you will know. 65% of the people thought that Iraq had something to do with 9-11; Iraq had nothing to do with 9-11; Saddam Hussein had nothing to do with weapons of mass destruction. Saddam Hussein was totally innocent, but they wanted his oil so they wanted an excuse to go in.                                                                                                               80.) The global elite wanted an excuse to go into Viet Nam to secure the oil fields and put in pipe lines; oil to supply Europe and oil to supply Russia and China; that’s why we went into Viet Nam. 81.) That’s why they killed Kennedy because Kennedy was going to take off the Federal Reserve and print our own [U.S.] money.                                                                                                                                       82.) Every penny that you pay on income tax goes to pay the “banksters.” The interest on those trillions of dollars, all of the income tax money goes to pay the “banksters.” Your roads are built by your gas tax money; your houses, the maintenance of your property are paid for by your property tax; the maintenance of your state is paid for by you sales tax money but every cent you pay in federal taxes goes to the banker’s interest and the Federal Reserve gets the money.                                                           83.) The Federal Reserve isn’t any more federal than Federal Express. In fact, you could have your own bank called Jones’s Federal Reserve. Then you could print up a whole bunch of pieces of paper, and then hand them out. Everyone in the United States pays interest on those pieces of paper. This system is so evil, and so corrupt.                                                                                                                         84.) This day being the day after the 21st, we are telling you about the time. Do you want to know how bad it is? Some of you won’t want to believe this. Remember I told you Netanyahu is a 32nd degree Mason, Shimon Perez is a 33rd degree Mason, and Obama is a 32nd degree Mason.                85.) Now this last massacre is so horrific, the killing of 20 little children, and then the 7 teachers, and again they used a “patsy,” the lone gunman Adam Lanza. I will say that the shooter of the 20 small children was not the shooter. It was actually revenge.                                                                                                 86.) Remember the Norway attack where 70 people were killed in Norway? That was revenge for Norway for not voting properly. Remember the event? Let me tell you a little bit; it was revenge. When Norway voted against Israel in the U.N. then there was this terrorist attack in Norway; there were 68 Norwegians gunned down.                                                                                                                        87.) Now we have had this terrorist attack in Connecticut, and I suspect that terrorist attack was to teach America a lesson: that America would take punishment for not supporting Israel.                    88.) There are forces at work here. There was a Middle East War and they want it now, they want it fast.                                                                                                                                                                         89.) Now there are a whole bunch of inconsistencies in the stories of the cover of the latest massacre at the Sandy Hook Elementary School. The shooter had a mask on so that no one could tell who he was. The alleged shooter was found drugged in a car behind a theater; he didn’t know anything that went on, but his father had gone against the American Government. And that also is why they set him up as a patsy.                                                                                                                                              90.) These are revenge attacks for going against the elite. Remember that I told you that Gifford and Judge Roll were shot because they were going to go against the “Fast and Furious” program. This is what we are dealing with.  This is what we are dealing with. This is how bad it is already.                                       91.) I’m sick about reading stories about long gunmen. It’s not lone gunmen. Just like the Benghazi [Libya] killings; they were not lone gunmen. And the death of 20 tiny children was deliberate. They were deliberate by a lone masked gunman.                                                                                                              92.) By the way on the official police radio are people that have scanners who heard the words, “they are coming at me through this wood,” followed by a fellow officer saying, “This is it.” So there was more than one person according to the radio reports of people with scanners.                                                        93.)  And one officer at the school said, “We’ve got one suspect down.” That generally means on the ground and cuffed, not shot dead. I think you are getting the picture.                                                                     94.) Now I’m bringing this out now to show you how evil it will be now that we have the “door opened” on December 21st, 2012. It’s very “very” convoluted that Adam Lanza would have shot 20 children. They could have popped little voices into his brain. There is technology that you can hear voices in your head because the CIA is shooting signals on the wall at you.                                                          95.) But that’s no problem; all you have to do is look in God’s Bible and if it isn’t in harmony with God’s Bible, you ignore it.                                                                                                                                          96.) In this case the voices told Adam to shoot his mother, and then go to the school and shoot the children and the only children that he shot at the school were those where his mother was the teacher and those were her favorite children. So he wanted to kill everything associated with his mother.      97.) It wouldn’t surprise me if evil thoughts were beamed into his head because the U.S. Government wants to take away all of our guns so that they can bring in the New World Order, just like Hitler unarmed the people before he took over with his “brown shirts.”                                                                         98.) Now remember I told you about the “underwear bomber” that he was actually brought through security process by the CIA agent and brought on to the plane; he was a CIA “dupe,” just like Oswald who had nothing to do with the assassination of Kennedy. That’s why Jack Ruby shot him because they had to shut up Oswald. And that’s why Ruby died of cancer a few months later. They injected Ruby with cancer cells and he died so he couldn’t “spill the beans.”                                                                99.) Look, we The Obedient Church of God know what’s going on. They knew that Gifford and Judge Roll were going against “Fast and Furious ” program, so they beamed thoughts into another nutcase’s head and he went out and shot six people, including Judge Roll who died and Gabby Gifford who was shot in the head; that was to stop them from going after the “Fast and Furious” program that they were against.                                                                                                                           100.) And now we have seen 20 children murdered and 7 others again. It “smells to high heaven,”  like a CIA operation, another secret action.                                                                                                          101.) By the way all the bombing incidents and terrorist incidents in the United States since 9-11 were in conjunction with the CIA supplying bomb parts to the bombers and enticing the bombers, and it is all one big “false flag” operation in order to have the “crack-down” on the American people so that they can bring in the New World Order. That is what we are seeing and there is nothing that these people will stop at.                                                                                                                                                102.) Ever since the neo-conservatives, the “banksters,” and elite killed Kennedy, and we didn’t get our pitchforks and torches and burn down the place, the government, then they decided they could get away with anything.                                                                                                                                         103.) Indeed, they planned to blow-up the twin towers because the twin towers fell at free- fall speed and that cannot happen unless every beam on every floor is blown-up at the same time; then the building would come down.                                                                                                                                    104.) All of the concrete was pulverized and the people were all covered in dust, and the only way you can get that concrete pulverized is through excavation explosions, and it is not just me saying that, there is a group of a thousand who banned together and said that the towers were blown-up by internal explosions, but you never hear that on the news.                                                                               105.) All of the news is controlled by six corporations, which are controlled by neo-conservatives and the global elite, so you never hear the truth. The more television network news, FOX news that you listen to, the stupider you are going to be. It is proven by the facts: 65% of the people who listen to FOX news and network news believe that Osama Ben Laden had something to do with 9-11. And Osama Ben Laden had nothing to do with 9-11. Nothing whatsoever!                                                                                              106.) Sixty-five% of the people who watch FOX news or NBC or CBS or ABC believe that Osama Ben Laden had something to do with 9-11 or that Saddam Hussein had something to do with 9-11; Saddam Hussein had absolutely nothing to do with 9-11. The Muslims hated Saddam Hussein; they didn’t have any relationship at all. They couldn’t get together to do anything because Saddam Hussein hated them.                                                                                                                                          107.) Go back to the “mujahadeen” [supported by the CIA] and then there is what is known as “blowback” and you have the Taliban. The U.S. sent 100,000 troops into Afghanistan searching for 100 Taliban—there are only 100 Taliban—causing war with all the drone strikes in Afghanistan where little children are blown-up. One soldier went into a house and blew up the little children; that is what the United States Government does                                                                                                          108.) We The Obedient Church of God know what is going on and know how to speak the truth, and know how to speak with power and know how to speak to power, to the authorities so that you know what is going on, and know how evil all these people are.                                                                                    109.) You know Netanyahu, he’s a Mason, Shimon Perez is a Mason, Obama is a satanic Satanist, George Bush was Skull and Bones, Poppy Bush was a 33rd degree Mason; we are dealing with a bunch of Satanic, demon-worshipping people. We are dealing with one demon after another.                        110.) That who is running this world: the “upper crust.” The “upper crust” is running this world so do you know what an “upper crust” is? It is I.) “a bunch of crumbs; II.) held together by a lot of dough.”
111.) That is what we are dealing with; that is what we are going against [as rulers of this world]. We are also going against ministers who are victims of seducing spirits. On the spiritual side, as well as the physical, in Ezekiel 20:20 I’m going to give you a sign out of the Bible, “Hallow my Sabbaths and they will be a sign between me and you, so that you may know that I am the Lord your God.” 112.) Now ministers refuse to have that sign. This is The Obedient Church of God setting the record straight: Bill Dankenbring disfellowshipped a member in Australia, whose initials are R.F., because that member in Australia kept the Sabbath Day on the seventh-day of the week. That member waited six sun downs for the Sabbath Day to start before he kept the Sabbath.                                                          113.) So Bill Dankenbring disfellowshipped him, disfellowshipped R.F. for keeping the Sabbath on the seventh-day [of the week]. What does Ezekiel 20:20 say? “Hallow my Sabbaths; they will be a sign between me and you.”                                                                                                                   114.) Verse 21, “But the children of Israel rebelled against me, and they did not walk in my statutes, and were not careful to observe my judgments…they profaned my Sabbaths.” Who is profaning the Sabbath? Who are the children: you have the seven churches in Revelation, and they are all, except one church, profaning God’s Sabbath Days in half the world, and that is a fact, whether you think so or not.                                                                                                                                                                    115.) They are all following a phony International Date Line since 1883. In 1880 everyone waited for the sun to go down [on the sixth day] in the other half of the world before celebrating the Sabbath Day; but in 1883 the Sabbath was kept on Friday!                                                                                              116.) Will your ministers repent? No they won’t repent because they are diabolically influenced by seducing spirits and they are just plain evil, and they are just plain liars!! And they are mean! They are mean and they are mean-spirited also.                                                                                                                117.) I’m telling you this because someone has to help you understand the truth of God. Someone has to help you to understand that those churches you revere and their leaders are miserable, evil men. It is proven by the fact that they willfully move God’s Sabbath Day to Friday in half the world, and one of them has disfellowshipped a member, R. F. in Australia, who kept God’s Sabbath Day on the seventh-day.                                                                                                                                                     118.) Wake-up! This is the remnant, the identical group, identical to the first century Christians, the same way as if Paul had come back and was preaching today. The Obedient Church of God is identical to the first century [church], and every other congregation is not because they move God’s Sabbath Day to Friday in half the world.                                                                                                       119.) They celebrate Mother-goddess Day, the mother of all the gods; they celebrate Sky Father’s Day, leading up to the longest day of the year, just like Christmas is the shortest day of the year; they celebrate Turkey-god Day, representing the goose that gave its life for its young, and everywhere in the United States on every radio station Thanksgiving Day is the Harvest Home Festival.                                   120.) Whether you say so, Dankenbring, or try not to, if you observe Thanksgiving Day in honor of God, you are a liar; you are a deceived, mean-spirited liar; and you called a man, who showed you the way to the truth, names and that is on one of your broadcasts. You actually called me names and attacked the messenger. Dankenbring, you are a mean-spirited person.                                                              121.) I have a song for you; I want to dedicate this song to you so others can understand what you are like by your actions by disfellowshipping R.F. for keeping God’s Sabbath Day. You disfellowshipped a man for keeping God’s Sabbath Day. You disfellowshipped me for abiding by God’s Deuteronomy 12:32 command not to add one day to His Bible.                                                                                                122.) Galatians 1:6 tells us not to preach any other days. There is a double curse on those who preach any other days; Galatians 1:9 gives another curse.                                                                                                       123.) So you don’t believe these other ministers are deceived? They ignore the Ezekiel 20:20 sign and then they disfellowship people who obey God’s Bible. Here is a song for those ministers. It is a sad song with words, “Some humans ain’t human, some people ain’t kind.”                                          124.) Yes indeed. Some hunans ain’t human, some people ain’t kind, borne out by the facts. Who would disfellowship a member who is keeping God’s Sabbath on the seventh day in Australia? And then do that and say that Christ will restore all things. I’m going to keep the Sabbath on the sixth-day. What utter nonsense!                                                                                                                                             125.) By the way the Bible says that Elisha will restore all things; Christ is going to restore the Government of God. Elisha is going to restore the ways of God, because how else can you be Philadelphian if you don’t follow the ways of God and you move the Sabbath Day to Friday. You celebrate Mother-goddess Day, the mother of all gods; you celebrate Sky Father’s Day; you celebrate Turkey-god Day.                                                                                                                                                   126.) How else can you be Philadelphians? Answer: you can’t. So we aren’t pulling any punches anymore. We’re showing you how these ministers are “sinisters,” and how they are wicked, and how they are nasty, “nasty.”                                                                                                                                            127.) Let’s face the facts: they refuse to follow God’s Bible, and they will disfellowship anyone else who does follow God’s Bible. That’s what we are dealing with. And indeed, they can’t stop squabbling, they always twist everything.                                                                                                               128.) You know, these ministers call themselves ministers of God. What about Charles Manson, the murderer, who ran a family of murderers. What if Charles Manson came into your neighborhood with his lies and he called himself “Charlie Brown.” Even though he called himself “Charlie Brown,” he is still Charles Manson; he is still a lying agent of Satan.                                                                                         129.) These ministers are all lying ministers of Satan and call themselves ministers of God; and yet, they refuse Ezekiel 20:20, which means they refuse to have the “sign” of God on them [or their members]. They oppose the “sign” of God. That’s how serious it is.                                                                  130.) It is like Charles Manson saying that he is “Charlie Brown” and moving into your neighborhood. It is the same thing with these ministers; all of them will only be half full of oil, or less than half-full of oil. But if you are half-full of oil, you won’t be in the Kingdom of God. You’ll be locked-out!                                                                                                                                                               131.) Why would God lock-out someone who is half-full of oil? You would think: well, that’s pretty good, he is half-full of oil. The reason that he would be locked out of the Kingdom is because those people who are half-full of oil, the other half is half-full of the Devil! “The other half of them is half-full of the Devil.” That is why Yeshua will lock them out of the Kingdom. They are half-full of God and they are half-full of the Devil.                                                                                                                          132.) They disfellowship people who celebrate God’s Sabbath on the seventh-day. They disfellowship people who refuse to learn of the way of the Gentile. They disfellowship people who follow God’s Bible. Deuteronomy 12:32 says do not add one day to the Bible’s practices.                                        133.) Their end is going to be Revelation 21:27 that clearly states that if you preach a lie, that you will be thrown into the Lake of Fire. So you want to preach a lie and say that Christ will restore all things, and therefore you preach a lie because you are waiting for Christ to restore all things.                    134.) Hebrews 10:26 “kicks” in; it “kicks” you into hell. He who knows to do [what God commands] and does not do it, there is no sacrifice for sin. You have no sacrifice for your sins because you know that he Sabbath is on the seventh-day, you know that the phony International Date Line moved the Sabbath Day ahead 24 hours, and still the Jews and others observe it on Friday, the sixth-day [in half of the world].                                                                                                                                                      135.) And yet you refuse, indeed, you disfellowship members who keep God’s Sabbath on the seventh-day. There is no sacrifice for your sin on the authority of Hebrews 10:26 because you know and you have admitted that you know. This goes for all of the Churches of God. And it goes for all the Protestant Churches who don’t even have a clue; they don’t have any oil at all.                                                    136.) But then you have the six eras of the seven Philadelphia Churches of God and they are only half-full of oil; they “are only half-full of oil.” So they will be locked out because the other half of them is full of the Devil and of deceiving spirits. That’s what is happening and will continue to happen. Repent, if necessary.                                                                                                                                                                137.) We are talking about demon influence here; we are talking about demon influence in the world as of December 21st as we come into the “age of the serpent,” and we are talking about demon influence in the Churches of God. That is important for you to understand because we are dealing with demon influences both in the world and in the church ministry.                                                            138.) Some of these ministers had perfect intentions when they started out. Who else was perfect in his intentions when he started out obeying God? Read it in Ezekiel 28:12. “…you were the signet of perfection, full of wisdom, and perfect in beauty when you were in Eden, every precious stone was your covering…”                                                                                                                                                     139.) But then what happened? Verse 17-just like these ministers, exactly the same thing happened—they corrupted their wisdom, “they corrupted their wisdom” for the sake of their reputation, “for the sake of their reputation” and they wouldn’t repent. And in verse 18, “they defiled your sanctuaries” by the multitude of your iniquity.                                                                                                                     140.) You defiled half of the world! Half of the world you defiled by having the Sabbath Day on Friday, just like the “Poop” has the Sabbath on Sunday. You, “you, you” Church of God ministers defiled half of the world. So what is going to happen to you? Fire, verse 18, is going to devour you.  You shall be no more forever, just anihilated.                                                                                                                                          141.)  How did it all start? It all started with ministers having ideals of perfection, of training themselves with having ideals of perfection, and then they got infected by lies; and then they wanted to hang on to their lies with their pride to protect themselves.                                                                             142.) If there are any of you church members that want to keep quiet about all of this, here is a quote for you by Thomas Aquinas.                                                                                                                                  143.) Bear Note: “He who lives with injustice, without anger, sins.” He who lives with injustice without being angry, sins, written by Thomas Aquinas.                                                                                       144.) Bear Note: Anger looks to the good of justice, “anger looks to the good of justice.”                                       145.) For all of you members who are going along with ministers moving God’s Sabbath to Friday in half the world, [you must remember] he who lives with injustice is unjust. He who lives with the injustice of moving the Sabbath Day to Friday in half the world, those members are unjust.                               146.) The Obedient Church of God knows what it is preaching, and we are doing it powerfully to wake people up because we are dealing with evil in our government and evil in our churches, all of the churches, including the evil in the Churches of God as we enter the “age of the serpent” now. 147.) Some people in the churches want to be so quiet, mousy, and never “rock the boat.”                                148.) Bear Note: “Unreasoned patience” encourages good people to do evil, “ ‘unreasoned patience’ encourages good people to do evil.” This age that has just come upon us December 21, 2012, [will be so bad that] you shall not have patience with wicked, unjust people because patience encourages evil. 149.) Now if all the membership told the ministers to stop moving the Sabbath Day to Friday in half of the world, if all the members said that to the minister, then perhaps he would repent. But no, all of the members have “unreasoned patience,” and they encourage the minister to do evil. In fact, by their silence they tell the minister that everything is just fine. Well, everything is not just fine.                               150.) I didn’t just start this today; I marked a minister back in 2004 for disobeying the Bible and I left his church. He didn’t mark me, I marked him. I don’t have any “unreasoned patience” with liars, with people who disobey the Bible. And all of the Church of God leaders are liars, and I can prove that by one fact: they all deny that Herbert Armstrong raped his daughter for ten years. They all deny it.            151.) But Herbert Armstrong never denied it. These ministers, these “sinisters,” all want to protect their tithes, they want to protect their offering; they want to continue to lie and bear false witness against Herbert W. Armstrong.                                                                                                                           152.) If this was like the Sandusky case, the ministers would all be charged in the court with covering up with a lie. They would literally be charged with a conspiracy to cover-up; and every Church of God minister is guilty of a conspiracy of covering-up, with the exception of one or two here and there.                                                                                                                                                                      153.) But every major work, Living Church of God is covering-up, Meredith of the Living Church of God is covering-up; Brisby of the Church of God the Eternal is especially covering-up.                                                    154.) Herbert W. Armstrong when confronted with the fact that he was accused in court of raping his daughter for ten years, and indeed, by others who challenged him on that, his answer—Herbert Armstrong’s answer was, “Sometimes I wasn’t as close to God as I should have been.” Well, that is an admission.                                                                                                                                                        155.) If someone accused you of raping your daughter for ten years, you say, “That’s not true, that’s a lie, I never did any such thing, you’re a liar. I’m going to sue you.” That was not what Herbert Armstrong said. Armstrong said, “Sometimes I wasn’t as close to God as I should have been.”                   156.) All of the major Church of God ministers lie and bear false witness. That’s what you are dealing with. That’s the type of people you are dealing with: a bunch of crumbs bound together by a lot of dough. That is what the “upper crust” is all about.                                                                                              157.) You are hearing this first on The Obedient Church of God in terms of the “serpent symbol” and the power of the serpent working in the churches and how the serpent is working in the world, and how the U.S.A. has become the “haunt of demons” now because we have come to the “age of the serpent on December 21st.”                                  *  *  *
 158.) There is “Plan 2000” that I could tell you about. This is the depopulation of the whole planet and the increasing of the number of deaths per day by 2,300,000 around the world. There is actually a plan called “Plan 2000;” I’m telling you this so you know what is going on in this evil world and the plan is to reduce the population of the world to 500 million (half a billion) from 7 billion in world.                                                           159.) It says so on the Georgia Guide Stone, which is 130 miles south of us in Georgia. If you want to see it I could take you on a trip there and you could have your picture taken in front of the Georgia Guide Stone where it says they want to reduce the population to half a billion, which 500 million. That isn’t very many people is it?                                                                                                         160.) There are 307 billion people in the United States right now, and they want to reduce the population of the whole world to 500 million (half a billion). In a ratio there would only be 20 million people left alive in America out of 307 billion. That is what this new age is bringing us.                                                                          161.) And it is a conspired Tory heirarchy, conspiratory hierarchy.
162.) Did you know there is a Committee of 300 that controls half of the entire planet?                                        163.) Did you know that the United States is going to be collapsing financially? Because every little county in the United States owes $13.7 billion spent on was since 2001; there has been $1.4 trillion spent on war alone since 2001.                                                                                                                                  164.) People are starving to death to get the population in America down to 20 million. That is what December 21st heralds. It is pretty bad now: an average of one soldier a day commits suicide; his conscience just can’t take what he has done.       *  *  *
165.) In one of my sermons back in 2007 I misstated the wrong word about the soldiers committing suicide and one particular minister  excoriated me in front of everyone; he didn’t come to me personally and tell me that I had a word wrong in my sermon.                                                                           166.) Ministers do say things from the pulpit that are not kind to people; look at all the ministers we’ve got of the Churches of God and we have more apostles than there were in the first century. 167.) Every church has an apostle; then how come we don’t have more repentance if we have all these apostles? What went wrong? How come we don’t have obedience? The answer is these men are not apostles. They are agents that are deceived.                                                                                              168.) So are you going to keep on obeying these ministers? Are you going to keep supporting them? Or are you going to ignore it all? Remember I told you what happens when you ignore it all; you empower them. “Unreasoned patience” encourages people to do evil.                                                                   169.) We want it to go well for you in the next seven years. And yes, it is going to be rough in the next seven years; it is going to be very rough. But you have to be independent; you have to be converted. Remember, you have to do right in spite of the people who are doing wrong. It is up to you; it is not up to them.                                                                                                                                      170.) It is up to you [to do what is right] because you are the child of God that is being counted upon to be one of the faithful [wise] virgins to have a golden crown. Now are you going to repent? Or are you going to follow the ministers? who, indeed, refuse to repent.                                                                     171.) So there are all of these ministers and they keep on and “they keep on” and “they keep on;” they don’t change anything. They don’t grow in knowledge; in fact, they refuse to grow in knowledge. The Church of Eternal refuses to grow in knowledge; the Philadelphia Church under Flurry refuses to grow in knowledge.                                                                                                                                             172.) I humbly suggest that if they don’t repent, that you repent and get out of those churches. Music is played with the lady singing, “I repent with no one else to blame…” So you have to repent and not be patient to the extent of allowing these “sinisters,” these ministers, to be breaking God’s laws. You have to tell them all that they should not move God’s Sabbath to Friday in half the world.                                            173.) If all of the membership tells them, maybe, perchance, they just might repent. First you have to repent of your silence, because your silence is just encouraging them.                                                                                                                                                            *  *  *                                                                                                                                                                                 174.) Since December 21st [has arrived] this year, you are going to see more demon activity all around. By the way demon activity is not necessarily going to be bad activity, because demons do heal people. That’s right. You heard it first here.                                                                                                  175.) There are a lot of demon-possessed ministers that do healings. Now they have nothing to do with God’s ways, but demons do heal. There are accounts of people being visited by entities in their hospital rooms and their bones being healed so that they are able to walk; x-rays of these bones show that they are completely healed.                                                                                                                           176.) These entities sometimes appear as “light orbs;” these “lights” can come around a building and come right in through the doorway; these entities heal. People expect to see miracles, and there are more miracles of healing now, so don’t be deceived and think that it is God that is performing those miracles.                                                                                                                                                                     176.) Remember I told you the story of the farmer, and how a famer will look after his cows and cattle before he will look after his children if something is wrong with them. So why would the farmer look after his cow or cattle and have them treated by a veterinarian and tell his child, you’ll be feeling better tomorrow, and not call a doctor? The reason is that those cattle are his profit.                             177.) Satan is the same way; he considers you his chattle and he will heal you—the devil, the demons will heal you to keep you on their side; so the demons will protect their chattle.                                              178.) Bear Note: Here is something for you to think about; it makes perfect sense when you think about it. It is just like the farmer who will send for the vet for his cattle, but not send for a doctor for his son, because he wants to look after his property, his cattle.                                                                           179.)  The demons do the same thing. They want to look after their property, you-- their chattle. They will heal you the same way a farmer will call a vet to look after his cattle and not look after his child.                                                                       *  *  *
180.) We The Obedient Church of God want you to understand what is going to be going on in the next seven years. And yes, there will be nuclear war. I can prove that out of the scriptures. II Peter 3:7 tells of “fire” against ungodly men; the whole United States is ungodly.                                                          181.) Not to mention foreign troops that are in the United States now. They’ll be bringing in more foreign troops in the next years; because those will be the ones rounding up people like you and me who believe in every jot and title of God’s Word. Now there are 240,000 Chinese troops and 10,000 armored Chinese vehicles in Texas.                                                                                                                        182.) The CIA are supposed to be protecting us. Do you know what CIA stands for?                                        183.) Bear Note: CIA stands for “crooks in action.”                                                                                                  184.) Most of the drugs are run by the CIA. You’ll have to do a study on that. Most of the drugs that are brought into the United States are brought in by the CIA, and most of the drug money is “laundered” through the Vatican Bank.                                                                                                               185.) Remember the poppy fields in Afghanistan? The “Taliban” had eradicated them; their real name is the “mujahadeen.” They had eradicated all the poppy fields.                                                                               186.) The United States comes into Afghanistan, and there are more poppy fields now than there ever were. Why? “Why? Why?” It is because that is how they finance their covert operations with the drug trade, and it will be getting worse in the following years.                                                                                    187.) That is Satan in full control in the “year of the serpent.” Look! The truth “cuts through all the lies.” Now what are you going to do in order for you to have safety? There are going to be demons working miracles all over the world.                                                                                                                  188.) And indeed, in one city there were these demons that were displaying themselves on tops of buildings in bodies of light. They were in a humanoid form, but in a light form as a walking human that would look all white. Well, this was really upsetting the mayor of the town, and he didn’t know who was doing it or what anybody was doing.                                                                                                             189.) The mayor was going to put a stop to it, so he cut off the power to the whole town; he blacked-out the city for a weekend.  Guess what? Those figures of light were still appearing over the buildings. That is what you are going to be seeing more and more of after December 21, 2012.     190.) That is what is in store for all of us. Now I want to give you hope. I want to give you a hope before a flood of trouble starts. “There is going to be a flood of trouble.” Remember that Satan pursued “the woman” who kept the commandments of God. What December 21st marks is a flood of trouble that starts for the true church and the true followers of God.                                                                  191.) “A door has opened for the demons” on December 21st. By the way last night, yesterday, it was such an evil oppressive wind that one of the walls of the tents blew in; we have a tent here for doing mechanical work. It was such an ill evil wind that you could just feel the vileness of it in addition to it being cold and biting.                                                                                                                                           192.) I had to rescue the pussy cats because they were terrified, and when you have cats that are terrified, you know something is going on. So this was December 21st on the hill here that we were attacked. Yes, we were attacked by an evil devil wind, “an evil devil wind” blowing everything around, and the kitty cats were just terrified.                                                                                                    193.) I’ve seen kitty cats in storms before and they weren’t terrified like they were yesterday during the storm. So I gathered them up—I had to catch them first-- but I caught them and I locked them in a "sukkah," of all places, and I used that sukkah. Now they were safe.                                                                *  *  *                                                                
194.) There is a place of safety for Philadelphians and we want to tell you about that.  195.) Bear Note: Just so you realize what we are in for now. There are two groups of God’s Philadelphia people: One group goes to a place of safety and one does not.                                                                                                      195.) You are going to want to know why one group does not have the protection. The reason is in Revelation 12:14-17, and it ends with war with those who keep the commandments of God and the testimony of Jesus Christ, and they don’t preach any other gospel, such as Mother-goddess Day, Sky Father’s Day, Turkey-god Day, and moving the Sabbath Day to any other day of the week.                                 196.) We have the testimony of Christ, which is truth. We are the Romans 9:28 work, whether you say so or not, because we are the only church that is not moving God’s Sabbath Day to Friday.                                          197.) Let’s read Revelation 12: 14-17, “But the woman was given two wings of a great eagle that she may fly into the wilderness to her place where she is nourished for a time, times, and half a time from the presence of the serpent.”                                                                                                                                       198.) Now just let me tell you about the eagle. God bore up His people on eagle’s wings. How it works with eagle’s wings is God provides a mechanism, a way, for you to be safe, but you have to do something, “you have to do, ‘do, do’ something.”                                                                                                       199.) God put the parallel into baby eaglets. Now when there is a big storm coming, the mother eagle gathers the babies together, and the mother eagle spreads her wings; she backs up and forces the little babies on to the tops of her wings, and the little babies have to climb up on top of the mother eagle’s wings, and then an amazing thing happens.                                                                                                     200.) The little babies take their claws, their talons, and they grab on while they are on top of the mother’s wings and they “lock-on.” That’s what you have to do. You have to “lock-on” to every jot and title of the Bible just like the little eaglets do in order to be safe and carried to safety.                                                             201.) And then the mother eagle takes off in full flight at full-speed with the tiny little eaglets, and she flies through the storm and then above the storm with the tiny little eaglets hanging on for dear life—every jot and title—and that is what you have to do, or else you won’t be in the place of safety.                        202.) Here’s a prophecy for you: now what is going to happen is that some of the obedient members and obedient people that are obedient to God’s Word, every jot and title, will not follow The Obedient Church of God-- they will not fly into the wilderness when the time comes; they will falsely believe that God will protect them in their homes. They will have to go through the Tribulation and they are the second group that is spoken of and is pursued by the serpent for they have chosen not to go to the place of safety or go to the wrong place of safety, thinking that it was a place of safety when, if fact, it wasn’t.                                                                                                                                      203.) To go to a place of safety is [to be with] that denomination that obeys every jot and title. That’s how you will know who to be with.                                                                                                                               204.) But some, just like right now, there are a lot of friends that I have, that don’t support The Obedient Church of God; they support lying ministers, lying denominations, other lying preachers and they follow those lying preachers. And they will not be in the place of safety.                                                                            205.) You have to lock your thoughts around every word of God, every jot and title, just like the little eaglets have to wrap their talons around the mother eagle’s bones                                                                              206.) There’s the parallel of the Philadelphian: you have to wrap your mind around every principle of the Bible; every structure of the Bible, you have to wrap yourself around it, because the church is going to take off to a place of safety and you better hang on or you will fall off and you won’t be in the place of safety. You better hang on to every jot and title or else you will not be in the place of safety.                                  207.)  Remember Satan is at war with those who keep the commandments of God. I’ll read it again, “The woman was given the wings of a great eagle that she might fly into the wilderness to a place where she is nourished for 3 ½ years from the face of the serpent. Then the serpent spewed water out of his mouth like a flood after the woman that he might cause he to be carried away of the flood.”                                                                                                                                                         208.) And that water is false doctrines that might cause her to be carried away by them, and “the earth opened up its mouth and swallowed up the flood which the dragon spewed out of his mouth. And the dragon was enraged with the woman and went to make war with the rest of her offspring, which keep the commandments of God and have the testimony of Jesus.”                                                                                        209.) So these are the people who do keep the commandments of God, including the seventh-day Sabbath in all of the world. There will be a flood of lies after all the other Churches of God. And these people who keep the commandments of God are those who do not go to the church that is keeping the commandments of God.                                                                                                                                                                         210.) They say they will be fine; they are going to be protected in their homes and they stay with another denomination, while, in fact, they believe all the doctrines that we The Obedient Church of God espouse, but they don’t come into the safety and protection of The Obedient Church of God. So those will be the Christians who do not go into the place of safety and they will be destroyed by this new world order and they will be beheaded.                                                                                                                                             211.) So in conclusion it wasn’t the end of the world on December 21st, 2012; it is the beginning of an evil age. It is not over; this is the year that all hell starts to break loose; it is the window for everything else to start happening. And there won’t be a particular overt catastrophe. There wouldn’t have to be a bunch of solar flares necessarily; there wouldn’t have to be. 
212.) You make them follow every jot and title of God’s Word that we The Obedient Church of God will be preaching to you over the next seven years in order to save you from the tribulation. We The Obedient Church of God humbly have the true work for God’s elect, because God says in Revelation 3:8, “I know your works. I set before you an open door.” 
213.) That door is open for The Obedient Church of God, the Romans 9:28 work. And, look out! it’s a little flock; it is not 100,000 members; it is a little, little, little flock. Luke 12:32, “Fear not little flock.” Remember Yeshua at the close of His ministry had 5,000 that He preached to: thousands, groups of 3,000 that He preached to; there were 100,000 total in His life’s ministry. Yeshua ended up with a 120 people. 120! So I tell you, fear not little flock; it is your Father’s good pleasure to give you the Kingdom. That’s the sermon for today.                                                                                                                                                  *  *  * 
214.) Now please rise and fittingly, “Save Me O God by Thy Great Name;”  we want to sing that, especially dealing with this new age of the serpent that is coming; that is our only hope is for Father to save us. Sing out these words, follow along, “Save Me O God by Thy Great Name.”
215.) Now for the closing prayer remain standing, face the north heavens  past the Pleiades where Yeshua and Father are, head bowed, eyes closed.
216.) “Almighty, most-powerful eternal Father: praise, power, and dominion be to you forever and ever and ever. 
217.) “Thank you for your protection; thank you for your great plan. We thank you for giving us the understanding to understand your book of Revelation for the future. Help the people who are not coming into the safety and protection of The Obedient Church of God; they need to think about what they are doing.
218.) “We thank you for The Obedient Church of God that you have started with the members that we have; we know that those members are diligent and faithful. 
219.) “Let this be a witness against all the virgins who refuse to follow your every jot and title; they were given the knowledge, they were given the opportunity, and let us fulfill that Romans 9:28 “short work” of yours so that the work can be completed. 
220.) “Unfortunately, there will be 50% that will not abide, so we will be a small group just like Yeshua had a small group of 120, but we will do the witness.  We ask you Father to bless the witness, bless our witness, give us the funds to continue whatever you wish.      
221.) “Now Father we ask your safety and protection and all the authority over the machinations of Satan: over the windstorms and things that can go wrong. Protect us from the falling trees on the hill; they have not fallen, but anything can happen. We ask for your special protection.
222.) “We ask for your protection of the members in The Obedient Church of God worldwide who are following every jot and title and who are a special treasure to you; who you will bear up on eagle’s wings the same way you did before. 
223.) “Now Father we ask you to be with those who are diligent and strengthen them for the evil times that started on December 21st, 2012.
224.) “We put ourselves into the hollow of your hand, Father, and ask this all in Yeshua’s holy, righteous name, Yeshua ha Mashiach our soon arriving King. Amen.” 
225.) That’s our only hope, Yeshua. There isn’t any other hope at all. So you who are in big cities might want to come to the hills of Tennessee where at least you will be safe. It is very important for you while you have the time to repent in before 3 ½ years start from now; and you will be borne on eagle’s wings and taken to a place of safety. That’s the sermon for today.
226.) Closing music.      

 

